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Thesis Project Definition
The profession of graphic design is in the process of dramatic change. More
frequently, graphic designers are breaking the print media boundaries and are
starting to explore design through the World Wide Web. The WWW dictates many
new influences. The goal of the thesis is to identify direct movement as a new
influence on web typography and to explore its function in information structuring.
The study begins with analysis of how web typography is influenced by typography
development in the past, namely, Modernism's idea of new typography and the
constructional use of space. Then the study reviews the changes brought to
typography by current computer technology. Direct movement as a new influence
on typography is critically observed and its function is examined. The thesis study
concludes with the design of a web site, Typographyon the Web: Direct Movement
as an ElementofInformation Structuring. The web site serves as a vehicle to
promote the thesis study and simultaneously demonstrates the use of direct
movement as an element of information structuring.
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Research
Typographic Influences in the history of graphic design
As the distinguished design historian Philip Meggs once said, the history of graphic
design begins with the development of typography. The importance of typography
as a visual form of communication has long been recognized. By studying the
development of typographic design, the study will be able to uncover the pattern
and find logical explanation to the changes in typography today.
The first influential incident of modern typography was the invention ofGutenberg's
movable type in Europe during the middle of the fifteenth century. For the next
three hundred fifty years, the focus of typography had been on the availability and
accessibility of hand press and hand set type (Carter 17).
The advance of typography came with the Industrial Revolution in the 19th century.
Designers were drawn to the dynamic expression of typeface design. Along with the
innovation of printing techniques, an outpouring of new approaches such as
Egyptian typefaces, sans serif type, reversed-type and perspective type, contributed
to the popularity of wood-type posters and broadsides in America and Europe. Many
type-setting devices, such as linotype, monotype, and chromolithography, were
invented in the late 19th century as a result of the booming graphic arts business.
In the early twentieth century, the Modernist movement took an incredibly significant
step in shaping the identity of modern typography. In Europe, the Dada and Futurist
experimented with typographic form and syntax which led to the study of rhetorical
roles in typography. The theorists of New Typography and Constructivism looked to
the use of space in layout to bring order to information. They stressed the idea form
follows function while at the same time provided aesthetic principles of clarity,
precision, and continuity. These principles were brought to America by the emigres of
the second world war from Europe and established the roots ofmodern typography.
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The Role of the World-Wide Web in Graphic Design
The Modernist idea of typography was adopted by the the New York School in the
USA in the first half of the century. The rise of the Post-modern era started with the
New Wave Typography and questioned absolute order and cleanness. The San
Francisco School in the 1980s went one step further by embracing the artist's need
for elaboration of decorative texture, pattern, surface, color and playful geometry of
type. Function had become secondary. The Retro and Vernacular typography became
figurative, animated and expressive which surpassed the old image of typography.
The invention ofApple computer in 1984 brought revolutionary possibilities of
designing customized typefaces and creating complex, layered, vernacular, and
hybrid typographic forms. Graphic designers with or without the new equipment
challenged the conventional notions of typographic syntax and visual hierarchy.
Yet in less than ten years, typography went through another transformation with
the introduction of the WWW.
When the internet was first introduced in the 1960s, the idea was to use hypertext
for storage and retrieval of non-linear, associative linking schemes of information.
The internet was not popularized until the innovation of an easy to use,
predominantly graphical interface - the WWW in 1994. Typography has not been
the same since.
With technology constraints, type on the web is often pixeled and the use of
typographic space in the layout of information is limited. The departure from the
Modernists'
aesthetic idea of absolute order and cleanness is as if designers had
returned to Gutenberg's period. However, the complexity of the hypertext informa
tion structure forces the typographic form to assume a strong navigational function.
Form follows function becomes the most prominent golden rule for typography on
the web. This contradiction ofmodernism and post-modernism is the essence of the
Post-post modernism and it defines the role of typography on the web today.
Typography in America after the SecondWorld War
Modernist Post-modernism Post-post Modernism
International Style
New York School
NewWave San Francisco
School
Retro
Vernacular
consistency,
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decorative,
manipulation.
paraphrase
design from 20s
commonplace
graphic.
question syntax,
hierarchy.
create complexity,
layer, vernacular,
pre-modern form.
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Research
Precedent i: Neville Brody
Neville Brody is one of the few graphic designers who embraced the use of the
computer in the early 1980s. Although his first success came long before the use
of computers, Brody's
"freeform"
approach of typography is considered a product
of the technology.
Generated in his London studio, Brody's work for the 1990s highlights the liquid
language of digital technology through layered, out-of-focus, seemingly chaotic
shapes which burst with change. He challenges the conventional idea that the
computer is simply a tool that mimics and replaces physical activities. He points out
that the freedom brought by technology is a way of thinking and a way ofworking.
Brody is a significant example of how graphic designers can adjust to the computer
age. Contrary to the popular assumption that keeping up with the latest technology
is the prerequisite for success, Brody's main focus is to explore new forms and
ideas inspired by new technology, for example, time, space, and movement
regardless of the media.
This example functions as a good precedent for this thesis study because it points
out that the study should focus on exploring the new influences on typography
rather than the boundaries set by the technology.
Poster for Graphic Arts Message (Wozencroft 16)
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Precedent 2: John Plunkett and Barbara Kuhr
John Plunkett and Barbara Kuhr are creative directors for Wired magazine and the
HotWired web site. Largely recognized by the use of fluorescent color and the
deliberate avoidance of the design theory that "good design = subtle, elegant,
restrained,"both Wired and HotWired are considered to represent new graphic
standards for the computer age.
The graphical interface ofHotWired plays a leading role in shaping the develop
ment of the world-wide web. By integrating technology as the foremost design
consideration, HotWired continues to demonstrate the possibilities of distributing
visually pleasing digital graphics on the web.
Plunkett and Kuhr credit their success to the computer technology. The use of
networked computers allows concept developers, writers, designers, and
programmers to work together at the same time on the same platform. As a result,
it breaks down the distinctions among the disciplines. This communal aspect is the
main drive that moved their design careers from a print-based paradigm towards
the emerging new media form.
This example functions as a good precedent for this thesis study because it demon
strates how designers can turn the web constraints to serve their own interests.
Screen shot (www.hotwired.com/frontdoor/index_color.html)
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Synthesis
Analysis ofTypography
The study of typography on the web can be divided into four categories: digital
typefaces, typographic attributes, visual hierarchy and intelligibility.
Though all four categories relate to typography on the web, digital type is only
given a brief review here for it is relevant but not the main interest of this thesis
study. The purpose of the synthesis is to determine the role of direct movement
in typography on the web.
Digital Typefaces
There are at least three different categories of typefaces for the web: typefaces
created originally for print, those created originally for screen, and typefaces
designated for both media. While typefaces for print can easily achieve the goal
of readability and legibility with the clean and precise type produced by sophisti
cated print technology, type for screen often sacrifices the aesthetic value for the
sake of transmission speed on the web. Type is often presented as pixeled with
hard-to-adjust spacing and a limited number of typeface choices.
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Analysis ofTypography: Typographic Attributes
Typographic Attributes
The handling of typographic attributes has become more dynamic since the
introduction of desktop publishing. Many new effects such as embossing, drop
shadow, and motion blurred type are replacing the signaling function of traditional
attributes such as type size, type style, and type manipulation. Though attributes
on the web appear to be similar to print, the usage and function are changing.
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Typeface
Type on the screen looks
pixeled because it is not
drawn with a continuous line.
The shape is suggested with
block-like pixels. The pixeled
look is also a result of 72 dpi
low-resolution display.
Type Size
Type size on the screen
requires individual testing.
Sizes acceptable in print such
as, 6 - 9pt, can hardly be read
on the screen. i2pt is the
standard in print while i4pt
is the convention for screen.
Type Color
Colored type carries two
conventional navigational
purposes. It points out that
the designated character is
a hypertext link and it helps
users to keep track ofwhere
they have been.
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Type Style and Manipulation
Differences in type style can
not only stress the point, but
many also signal a function.
For example, underlined text
indicates a link. Manipulation,
such as drop shadow, can
serve the same purpose.
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Synthesis
Analysis ofTypography: Typographic Attributes (continued)
Print
AT
Letter,Word and Line Space
The screen is harder to read,
and until recently, designers
have had little control on
spacing. It is now possible to
change spacing to adjust to
different reading situations
on the web.
Web
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Line Length, Text Quantity
On screen type is tiring to
read. 35 characters per line
is the maximum, while
3555 is ideal for print.
To avoid lengthy reading,
text should be broken into
10-25 line segments,
especially in scrolling bars.
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Column and Margin
Side columns and general
margins are popular on the
web. However, the use of a
frame and a scrolling bar in
the same column can be
extremely confusing.
tHg&tt. .
Page Size
The conventional screen size
is 640 x 480 pixels. However, .-. i s
the concept of the page is
weakening. In a non-linear
structure, the scrolling bar,
frame, and screen are used
as a multipage container.
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Synthesis
Analysis ofTypography: Visual Hierarchy
visual Hierarchy
Visual hierarchy is the essence of typography. Rob Carter, Ben Day and Philip Meggs
defined visual hierarchy as "an arrangement of elements in a graduated series, from
the most prominent to the least prominent, in an area of typographic space" (58).
In another words, visual hierarchy determines how information is structured and
visually presented. Nonetheless, information structuring on the web is concerned
with not only how elements are arranged in space but also with the way elements
are moved from space to space.
Types ofMovement
The uses ofmovement are not entirely new in typography. Visual rhythm (figure 1)
often serves as a device to draw a reader's attention and directs the flow of
information. Inferred movement (figure 2) produced through blurring, transparency,
or drop shadow can function as cues to signal changes in meaning. However,
movement on the web is different because it engages direct movement (figure 3),
the change of position through physical space.
Direct Movement
The employment of direct movement in typography is common in television, video,
and film applications. It often helps to create entertaining animated effects and
seldom provides function in text-dominated documentation. Nonetheless, the web
characteristics of interactivity and hypertext use direct movement as a prerequisite
for typography on the web. For example, the position of a paragraph of text can be
moved by viewers if the window is scrollable or resizable; a paragraph can also
disappear and reappear with a click of the mouse.
Figure 1 Visual Rhythm Figure 2 Inferred Movement Figure 3 Direct Movement
in dependence
?
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Synthesis
Analysis ofTypography: Visual Hierarchy (continued)
Function of Direct Movement in Visual Hierarchy
The use of direct movement would not have been valuable if it had just been
something forced upon by the new technology. Nevertheless, designers today are
beginning to recognize the power of structuring information in combination of space
and movement. While space performs the function of separating and categorizing
information well, direct movement is more straight forward in delivering the
information in a graduated series. The combination of space and movement will
help users to better understand the information.
For example, in a horizontal listing of subjects, users see what, where and how
(figure 4). The equal spaces between them signifies the equal importance of each
subject. A strong indication that what is the subject users should pay attention to first
is demonstrated in the arrangement of the subjects: what, at left; where, in the
middle; and how, at right. However, in some cases, the author may want to talk about
where first, but believes the order ofwhat, where and how is important for the user's
understanding of the topic. The common practice of typography is to assign a
graphic cue to where (figure 5). The solution could work effectively, or it may confuse
the users. The use of direct movement can help clarify the author's intention by
simply delivering where first but positioning it in the middle with what at left,
and how at right (figure 6).
Figure 4
what where how
Figure 5
what where how
Figure 6
where what where what where how
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Analysis ofTypography: Intelligibility
Intelligibility
Peter Storkerson and Janine Wong define intelligibility as "the linkage between
visual form and concept" (145). Intelligibility allows designers to visually present
the information which leads to the user's comprehension of the author's concept.
Storkerson argues that often designers successfully represent the organization of
information by providing spatial structure on a page but fail to communicate the
author's concept.
For example, the basic treatment of a document may use a one inch border around
the tetter size page, 18 point, bold type for titles, and i2pt type as body text. This
typographic treatment fulfills the need of orientation by providing readability,
legibility, and hierarchy. However, it fails to help a user find his/her way around the
argument, or semantic structure, that an author creates. Storkerson describes the
lack of intelligibility as similar to "driving confidently when we think we know
where we are going, even ifwe are surprised to find out where we
go" (156).
Information Typography Understanding
spatial structure
semantic structure
space
time
movement
interactivity
readability
legibility
hierarchy
intelligibility
} cognitive map concept map
Figure 7 Comprehension Model
The model is a compilation of three different sources: Peter Storkerson and Janine Wong;
Andrew Dillion, Cliff Mcknight and )ohn Richardson; Walter J. Ong.
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Analysis ofTypography: Intelligibility (continued)
Andrew Dillion, Cliff Mcknight and John Richardson in their study of navigation
through hypertext documents raise the same concern as Storkerson (Mcknight 186-
187). In addition, they point out that because users are well trained by the print
medium, the cognitive map (figure 8) created by print media often dominates the
users'
understanding on the web. They focused on what comprised a piece of
information and neglected the how and why aspect. Nonetheless, the key to
understanding actually relies on a comprehensive concept map (figure 9) that will
begin to explain the author's concept with both spatial and semantic structures.
[what
peer_
^Ahow\
marry
\ friend
| whereY
Figure 8 Cognitive Map Figure 9 Concept Map
Walter J. Ong stated the incompleteness of understanding is a consequence of
print technology (136). Understanding in the oral tradition often includes aspects of
spoken language such as instant feedback, sound, and movement rather than just
the information itself. Fortunately, aspects of spoken language deleted by print
are now being restored by secondary orality such as the telephone, audio books,
and the web.
However, whether the use of direct movement in combination with space will
successfully present the semantic structure, achieve the goal of intelligibility, and
help users understand the information and implement the concept map is the
challenge of alt designers working with typography on the web.
'0
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Variables of Direct Movement
Since direct movement does not exist in the traditional formats of graphic design,
one has to draw inspiration from other areas of study when trying to determine the
framework for direct movement in typography. The following list is compiled from
three different sources, John S. Fowler'sMovement Education,Walter Terry's How to
Look atDance, and Jack Fredrick Myers' The Language ofVisualArt.
The following table divides direct movement into three categories, what (awareness
of type), where (typographic space), and how (meaning, form and time).
Figure 10 Direct Movement Elements
what
(awareness of type)
part
whole
size
shape
transparency
gradation
tone
blur
focus
where
(typographic space)
the position in space
direction
horizontal
vertical
diagonal
converging centripetal
spreading
radiating
inward spiral
revolving
pendulum
cascading
interrupted progression
how
(meaning, form and time)
literal
symbolic
abstract
rest
ready
realize
sequence
rhythm
duration
accent
tempo
pathway
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Synthesis
Variable of Direct Movement (continued)
On the one hand, the table highlights possibilities on the web. For example, type
in print is most readable from its upright position than at other angles. However,
when type is moving in a 45 degree across the screen, upright type seems
unnatural and stiff (figure 11). If the type is rotated according to its focus - 45
degrees and the size is changed sequentially (figure 12), the animation will more
closely resemble movements in nature.
On the other hand, the list also shows how direct movement in typography actually
reinforces the importance of typographic space and suggests that direct movement
is an additional element for information structuring.
Figure 11 what Figure 12 ^S
what **
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Ideation
Define the Direction
The first step in designing this particular web site is to determine how the web site
should function.The WWW is a relatively young medium. Designers find it difficult to
determine what kind ofweb sites they should be creating. Are they advertisements,
corporate brochures, catalogues, flyers, posters? Often, they are a combination, or
hybrid, of several approaches.
JefferyVeen suggests a simple method, What's Out There (appendix 1), in Hot Wired
Style (5). According to Veen, a web page is a mixture of two categories: the library
and the gallery. The web sites that function more like a library often employ a well
defined information structure and an easy-to-use interface. Search engines and
on-line shopping malls are types of these web sites. The web sites that function like
a gallery often provide creative viewing experiences. These web sites include movie
previews and software demonstrations.
Veen's method has been adopted and modified to illustrate the particular goals of
Typography on the Web: DirectMovement as an ElementofInformation
Structuring (figure 13). On the one hand, the goal of the web site is to help designers
new to the web understand the function of direct movement in information structur
ing. Therefore, it is important to provide descriptive and structured information.
On the other hand, since the value of direct movement is best illustrated through life
examples, hands-on experience is also helpful. As a result of both considerations,
Typography on the Web is defined to be more like a library but with some degree of
gallery characteristics. In another words, a clear information structure and an easy-
to-use interface is the most dominant focus for developing the project but the
functions of direct movement as an element of information structuring should be
simultaneously utilized.
Figure 13 Modification of What's Out There
Library Typography on the Web Gallery
structure
Otherweb sites
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Ideation
Navigational Map
The second step in developing the web site is to create a navigational map (figure 14)
that indicates the components and how they are linked. Since the web site contains
mostly informative text, the map is constructed in a hierarchical order.
The map is color coded into two sections. Background information is color coded as
blue, while orange represents the main focus of the study- direct movement as an
element of information structuring.
Typography on theWeb
DirectMovement as an Element
of Information Structuring
Figure 14 Navigational Map for Typography on the Web
see Appendix 2 for larger view
Paradigm Shift
graphic print web
design
Typographic Influences Typographic Attributes
constructive rhetorical
space role
typography basis of type
New Media Considerations
medium document cognitive semantic
structure map space
Movement Characteristics
direct
movement
Information Structure
legibility readability hierarchy Intelligibility
Bibliography | | Glossary j | Help
Direct Movement Elements
what where how
Intelligibility Model
--'"-
'""-)
Information typography understanding
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Ideation
Direct Movement Exercise
To decide how direct movement can be applied, an exercise is conducted. This
exercise is inspired by dance choreographer,Walter Terry. He urges dancers to first
think about the meaning of the dance: literal, symbolic, or abstract. He then has
the dancers practice the 3RS in dance: rest, ready, and realize (177).
When this concept is applied to a design problem, an exercise is created by dividing
it into four stages. In the first stage, designers have to decide what they intend to
achieve with direct movement and what kind of movement will best fulfill their
need. Take the title of the web site as an example:
Title of theWeb Site
Typography on the Web : DirectMovement as an Element ofInformation Structuring
meaning
literal symbolic abstract
To illustrate the relationship between
the main and subordinate titles.
To imply the importance of process in
developing the thesis.
Right angles movements
along a shared horizontal
threshold
Wave-like movements
represent the process
In the second stage, designers have to decide the initial position (rest), the entry
point (ready), and the end position (realize) of the movement.
Initial Position - blank page
Typography
The Entry Point - "Typography" entering from left
End Position - full display of the title
20^
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Direct Movement Exercise (continued)
In the third stage, designers have to decide the direction and the pathway of the
movement as mentioned in figure 10. For example:
direction
| horizontal] Typography
I vertical
| spreading] DireeW/lo#ment
- Information Structuring
pathway
-^-Typography DirefiMaement 'o Information Structuring-
^ 1
In the final stage, designers combine both direction and pathway. This stage is
animated with duration, accent (strong, soft), and tempo (speed).
-- Typography DirectMdvemeofo Information Structuring*-
jf*
'
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Range of Explorations for initial title sequences
Exercise 1 Exercise 2
-Typography o Directa mavemeafo
f*
Information Structuring -*- -~ Typography on theWeb
Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring --
Exercise 3 Exercise 4
1 Direct Movement r
. Typography g
Information Structuring -*-
tWtoii-Jtrttairt^H
Typography
on the Web
Direct Movement
as an Element of
Information Structuring
Exercise 5 Exercise 6
g Direct Movement "g
3
Typography^
Typography
n Information Structuring
on theWeb -**
Direct Movement
as an Element of-*-
Information Structuring
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Preliminary Evaluation
Usability of the Interface
The goal of this evaluation is to determine whether the created movements for the
application web site Typography on the Web: DirectMovement as an Element of
Information Structuring achieved their desired purposes. Four decisions are tested
with ThinkAloud Protocol (Preece, 623): Size enlarging for the heading, rollover for
the buttons, rollover in the body text, and rotating movement for the teaser(figure 14).
The evaluation took place in the author's home studio on a Mac 8100 using
Navigator 4.0 program. Eleven design students participated separately. Users were
given no instructions when evaluating the application. Users were encouraged to
browse the site freely and verbalize their thought processes which were recorded
by a tape recorder placed next to the computer. No interactions, such as asking
questions, were allowed in order to simulate the real life experience of surfing
the web. At the end, the recordings were analized according to responses toward
each of the four decisions described above.
Figure 14 Screen Shot of the Reviewed Application
:Shiftingthe Paradigm
; Understanding,
[information
|Typography |
J^^^L.
Size enlarging for the heading
As text on the web is given the
characteristics ofmultimedia,
such as sound and movement,
the oral tradition that was taken
away from language is being
restored. Besides readibility,
legibility and hierarchy,
intelligibility is added as the
ultimate goal of typography.
"
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Rollover for the buttons
Rollover in the body text
Rotating movement for the teaser
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Preliminary Evaluation
Usability of the Interface (continued)
The result of the evaluation (figure 15) showed that direct movement was extremely
powerful in directing users' attention. Users were overwhelmed by the effect and
became confused with how to proceed to the next step. They found it hard to
comprehend more than two sets of direct movement at the same time and were
troubled by the speed of the movements. Nevertheless, they welcomed the
experience of direct movement.
To solve the problem, movements should be placed in sequence, and the contrast
of different movements should be emphasized. For instance, the buttons can be
introduced before the teaser. Also, the speed of the teaser can be relatively slow
to contrast with the quickness of the rollover button.
Figure 15 Analysis of the Evaluation
Decisions Number of people and their response (from a total of 11 students)
Size enlarging for the heading 3 The movement of the heading is confusing
1 The movement of the heading divides each chapter
2 Silent
Rollover for the buttons 2 The buttons are too long, too overwhelming
2 Didn't roll over, only clicked
2 Didn't recognize them as buttons
Rollover in the body text 4 Didn't think it was a rollover
1 Text size too small to read
1 Silent
Rotating movement for the teaser 3 The movement is signaling the function of the button,
but to where does it take me?
3 The movement is too fast to read
0
Implementation
User Interface
The implementation of the web site is based on two aspects: user interface and
title animation.
User Interface
The final decisions for the user interface were made according to the preliminary
evaluation results. In every layout, there are three sets of interactive components.
First, a listing of contents moves on to the screen from the right hand edge.
Rollover effects are built to serve as graphical cues to signify the button functions.
Second, the direct movement of the teaser is confined only to a limited area. The
words are displayed in time sequence and change positions every two seconds.
The movements illustrate the relationship among the subjects. Finally, body text is
overlapped. Rollover effects are built to demonstrate the shifting of space forward
and backward. The movement also serves as a space cue for labelling the first
paragraph and the second paragraph.
Direct movement of the teaser
Figure 16
Typographic Influences
At the beginning of the century, avant-gardeOver time, with the development
designers established the root of modernist
of technology, designers have
typography through the use of space.toed to bnng new influences
The use of spatial structure in layout helps to
Into typography - color,Three-
bring order to information and. at the samedimensional modeling, kinetic
time, provides aesthetic principles of clarity,
poetry and Inferred movement
precision and contii
This website is .
Typography g DirectMovements Informat
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u movement
inferred
-Emetic
3
consteuGlive
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attempts share at least one
common goal - to bring together
space and time in the form
ofmovement
z for Yueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For furtherinformation.contactyxwo371@rit.edu
Overlapped body text Rollover for the buttons
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Implementation
Title Animation
Title Animation
The challenge in introducing the title to the audience in this project is that the title
consists of two parts and is quite long. The uses of reverse type and orange color
in the final result successfully differentiate the main title from the subordinate title.
Moreover, because the title is animated, the audience actually has more time to
absorb the long phrase. Finally, the contrast between the use of right angle
movements and the wave-like lines symbolized the transformation of typography
in the computer age.
Figure 17
For further information of sequencing screens, see Appendix 4.
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Dissemination
This web site Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of
Information Structuring provides sufficient materials to call attention to the
function of direct movement as an element of information structuring in typography
on the web. While the designated target audience - graphic designers new to the
web - find this web site non-threatening, experienced viewers may find it elemen
tary and wish for an in-depth explanation.
In the future, the full description of this thesis documentation will be included in
the web site so that both experienced and inexperienced web page designers can
use it as a resource. In addition, a self-published thesis documentation booklet will
be sent out to various graphic design magazine publishers in both Asia and the
United States. Hopefully, if the topic interests the editors, the thesis study can be
shared with additional audiences through magazine publications.
27)
Retrospective Evaluation
The purpose of the questionnaire at the next page (figure 18) was to evaluate if the
web site achieved the goal in helping graphic designers adjust to the web and to
determine how the site could be improved if it does not meet this goal.
The questionnaire was divided into two sections. In the first section, a defined task
is conducted with a focus on the function of a particular direct movement. In the
second section, the issue is whether the web site is successful in general.
The questionnaires were distributed in the Bevier Gallery where the thesis exhibi
tion took place. The evaluation was conducted on a Mac 8100 using Navigator 4.0
program. After the exhibition, more questionnaires were distributed in the
Graduate Graphic Design Studio. This time, the evaluation was conducted on a Mac
8500 using Navigator 4.0 program. Fifteen viewers participated in the evaluation.
The result of the evaluation showed that the web site has improved. Most partici
pants found the interface easy to use and the web site able to provide straight -
forward information. They also found the examples of direct movement helpful in
outlining the information. However, some of the viewers thought this web site was
not useful as a resource if they were going to design a new web site. They were
concerned about the technology constraints and wanted to see more interactions
between the information sender and the receiver.
In conclusion, although the thesis study initially hypothesized that web technology
would provide as sophisticated a publication as print in the near future; the
technology constraints remain an unavoidable issue. In the future revision of the
web site, more discussion of the integration of technology will be addressed and a
discussion forum can be created by e-mail posting or on-line chatting.
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Retrospective Evaluation (continued)
Figure 18 Retrospective Evaluation Form
See Appendix 3 for evaluation results and exhibits
Typography on the Web: DirectMovement as an ElementofInformation Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
YesC] Nod If no, what is your profession? _
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and DirectMovement to access each chapter and come back
to the Paradigm chapterwhen you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext
is efficient and meaningful?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
2 Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to
access the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web?
Why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain _
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web?Why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 j 1 1 1 Disagree
Please explain
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to
design a web site?
why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain
This questionnaire is created by Yueh-fang Wu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project.
Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Conclusion
The thesis study originally explored the latest innovations in web technology
and how graphic designers can utilize them to create typography which meet
the standards of print, such as readability. However, while the research was still
in progress, many of the technology constraints changed literally overnight.
For example, both web design programs, Dreamweaver and Flash, were updated,
and the limitation in controlling spacing in type has been alleviated.
It has become evident that web technology is so powerful, the WWW will be able
to perform all the functions print provides in the near future. Instead of comparing
what the web cannot do with respect to print, the issue is how the web can help to
enhance information transferring. This realization led to this study's focus of direct
movement since direct movement is not available in print.
This part of the thesis was drawn mostly from the study of dance and movement
education. The result was a compilation of Direct Movement Elements (figure 10)
in an attempt to provide graphic designers the basic language of direct movement
in typography. As the study unfolded, direct movement was shown to provide the
function of information structuring in typography. This function is illustrated in the
Comprehension Model (figure 7) which shows how utilizing direct movement in
typography can assist in better communicating information.
In summary, typography on the web is different from that in print because of theses
new influences, namely space, movement, and interactivity. These new influences
are important because they enable graphic designers to utilize typography in a
range of different ways and help viewers comprehend information more easily.
Nevertheless, this thesis focuses only on one component of direct movement in
typography. In order to master the complete use of direct movement, many other
aspects would also need to be explored.
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Glossary ofTerms
Digital
is the term for the electronic technology that has taken over print and image
manipulation systems since the 1980s. All computer systems sort information
digitally as a mass of binary data.
Graphical User Interface (GUI)
refers to the graphical look of the components that make up an interface, such as
on-screen sliders, buttons, and check boxes.
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
refers to the processes, dialogues, and actions that a user employs to interact with
a computer in a given environment.
HyperMedia
is the term used to describe the use of non-linear storage of all forms of
electronic media.
Legibility
refers to the quality of distinction between characters - the clarity of the
individual letters.
Modernism
stresses the idea form follows function while at the same time provides aesthetic
principles of clarity, precision, and continuity.
Multimedia
is the term to describe the use of several different kinds of input and output media
in combination, e.g. sound, text, and video.
Readability
is the quality of reading provided by a piece of text in which kerning, leading, and
other factors will have a bearing on the actual function of the typography.
Typography
once defined as the composition of printed matter from movable type, the term
now describes the art of visually representing words.
World Wide Web
is built on top of the Internet and offers an easy to use, predominantly graphical
interface to information while hiding the underlying complexities of transmission
protocols, addresses, and remote access.
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Appendix 3
Retrospective Evaluation Result
Questions Number of people and their response (from a total of 15 students)
1 Do you think the use of rollover as
a device to separate the first and
second paragraph of the bodytext
is efficient and meaningful?
2 Does the information structure
chapter provide clear examples of
how direct movements can be used?
#ee#l#|#|#| | Dis#ee
71411 1
1 1 Dis^ree
1 3 2
Do you think the web site helps you
better understand the use of typog
raphy on the web?
Why or why not?
Do you think you are now more
aware of the use of direct movement
on the web?
Why or why not?
Do you think this web site is a useful
resource to refer to if you were going
to design a web site?
8 2
\ 1 Disree
12 2
1 Demonstrate different types of movement
1 Present Clear information
1 Neglect Technical constraint
e#++#l mm i*ree
8121 111
1 Aware of the difference between direct and inferred movement
1 Acknowledge the function of direct movement
1 Want to see more in-depth discussion
why or why not? 3 Need more information about the tools
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Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
Yes)^ No D If no, what is your profession?.
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
i Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and DirectMovement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful? TV# i-erUtrw*. -Vojcr \*b v\o^<\ -\D \jmAi^5^ tV .
Answer ^ Agree -^ j 1 1 1 1 Disagree ^^ ^ bA/uJaM<JUi . ~ A, , 1
Answer Agree \ \ J \ 1 1 1 Disagree T"^ +ok*v\. <\ lo^"V: ^4 \y> ^:<'s^AJ^u. o-<A
AA "pAi- X VtA l-o C\\tk ffw-r-L, tcvrA *> /^k* ;V tttoU.it
2 Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access 4-
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done. . (^^.j
*
v
^ Question liaesjhis chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used? ( Cim^>ujC
'
*~
- CcuA StC i^ <Loev\ WnV,il> k^j-r^0
ClicW*
C2>i5vux-WA, e*W ^
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer \AgreeV | 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Please explamAA.lM.^ ...C^-Y^ N^.UO Is ...K^'l .4t b?.!l!<>.W ...B.l*k.f.~\ L^> B.a4lC5....^.
halpo. J^..^.....-<$m^...sm.JA. -krxi,
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why orwhy not? "
Answer Agree I \) | 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain D.Vv k 0^b....W >S.....fr.L^....^.W^^ (q "r(iA...^f.t*UQ
TJsJUi A.../AA i.Y\.uc*& y^s>M<v</^...t^^<^
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why or why not?
Answer f Agree -A-\ 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Please explaTiT_..U:U ML UMA*td^....lfyoln$Q .^...t^...^.f.A......6?i.O.*VW ...A.
.r^..ci^rys......iw^ik.i'.^I
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project,
Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
Yes Da NoD If no, what is your profession?.
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and Direct Movement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapterwhen you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful? _ i
Answer Agree \-*A\ 1 1 1 Disagree J^ c^LlJU^-+-- K^H. C_C-
<Ar~
Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Informalwn-Twogmphfivhc^^ to access /i^ yc^A
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
^jDry /. L.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used? j '
Answer Agree t/f | 1 1 1 Disagree "Qji/Opv^L tf^JljAsr J ( [
$&- CVc-l
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 * | 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why orwhy not?
Answer Agree 1 1 *"aV^A 1 Disagree
Please explain
...p\&...SJufc\biA\jUsj>Jk2y?. Q L^^^h^J^Orr^. ;^^.JA>J?t^^
.UM^.....joJc...&*ssl-
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why orwhy not? /
Answer Agree 1 1 1 4 1 Disagree
Please explain t^jy^Qc.S)JJS&~
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project,
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
Yes^Q NoD If no, what is your profession?.
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and DirectMovement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful?
Answer Agree (A | | 1 1 Disagree
(_y^<. iilat. r
.
2 Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer Agree \CP\ 1 1 1 Disagree
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 0 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain
. ..^.A..*J<^ ... .U^.,..
r^Jl*ep&U&l#?....l#U7U/.id^
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why orwhy not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why orwhy not?
Answer Agree 0- | 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain ....m^.,..../*^**^
^tsn&t&fht/.. fato^..h...^..Ja....d.to....c6*^^
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project,
Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
YesD /NoD If no, what is your profession? L..?l>*+ ^>ms*r wvW? i m ... U/,...
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and DirectMovement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapterwhen you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful?
Answer Agree 1 Q 1 1 1 Disagree
2 Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapterwhen you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer Agree 1 m | 1 1 Disagree
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer Agree [ f"~\ 1 1 1 Disagree
Please explain .....(^vf.i^^S... ..!?.!*! .W.!f*J... fee Wkfyt....ih...*fi.!?^..**..Q* U>et '^
..vV.<>J?. 2.V w<rt...se*r'.ri4S. -tUAt* writf^** maf&r-iWs -fa /vm, ..(...*. +fjhl<)
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why or why not?
Answer Agree H ) 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain ^++lr^^.<>f A-fr*wfc* /3.etr*fc f?rzS*+4:<.JriLo/) /.. /3...
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why orwhy not?
Answer Agree 1 1 \ 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project,
Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
YesE2 NoD If no, what is your profession?.
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and pirect Movement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1
2 Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1 ^fisSgree
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer (CAgr*e 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Please explain y^....?^^^ <ab*X.^AlM^...^....A^frytef^V
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why orwhy not?
Answer (fgxep 1 1 1 1 1-
Please explain
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 fc 1 ^tsagje
I I J / -. Pi t / / ..y ""/ ..
!
Please explain>/w....^.^.^..-y ,
(TygpA^3 ""^^^^^AA...'.
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project,
Tvooeraohv on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
YesH No D If no, what is your profession?
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and DirectMovement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful?
Answer Agrge 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 I Bisa
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1 <D|sagree
Please explain
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why orwhy not?
Answer Agreje7 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Please explain
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a website?
why orwhy not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 1 ^Tsagn?e
Pleaseexplain
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: DirectMovement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
YesQJ No D If no, what is your profession?
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and DirectMovement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful?
Answer (Agreep | 1 1 1 ) Disagree
2 Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer yAgreey- I 1 1 1 1 Disagree
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer f Agreed | 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain //...////tfX^A.^ oA A.f.O/J. (MAfQ
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why or why not?
AnswerA'Agree) 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Please explain
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 CJP Disagree
Please explain..^A<"..Ai^/--^
?
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project,
Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
YesD NoB If no, what is your profession?
.Apy^A?y.
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and Direct Movement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful?
Answer /Agree) 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
2 Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapterwhen you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer /Agree -^ I 1 1 1 1 Disagree
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer <^grea 1 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why orwhy not?
Answer Agree - ^-Disagree
Please iexplain ^S^^....d..^e^...y^^
yj?Lz2*4t&P(*i^.
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why orwhy not?
'
Answer Agree ^Disagree^
Please iexplain A^H^yi\..s&&..JhnA^.#&fn.(6.4...
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project,
Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphic designer?
Yes? /NoQ/ If no, what is your profession? A^fffin^^.A^^^*-^
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
i Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and Direct Movement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful?
toswe^Agree^ 1 1 1 1 Disagree ff^&^c^ \l ^+Zy ro t^JfcxS^TA-f^
Task - Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer Agree 1 K^T"^! 1 Disagree , ,^AA J/ANT To <&& *M^r ^A^lctS
3 Question Do you think the website helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why or why not?
Answer (AgreeA | 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Please explain
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why orwhy not?
Answer Agreh \ 1 1 1 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why orwhy not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 |-^*Disagree^
Pleaseexplain y^...^..^..W.?X...^ Tf^
.^.^.T^^.lrJ.TS of. T3^?*9.6>%
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project.
Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
Are you a graphi^designer?
YesD No H If no, what is your profession?.
Please perform the specified task then answer the following question.
1 Task Use the buttons, Influences, NewMedia and DirectMovement to access each chapter and come back to
the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Do you think the use of rollover as a device to separate the first and second paragraph of the bodytext is
efficient and meaningful?
fAnswer Agree 1 1 ^ 1 1 Disagree
2 Task Use the Information Structuring button and the Information-Typography-Understanding teaser to access
the Intelligibility Model page. Come back to the Paradigm chapter when you are done.
Question Does this chapter provide clear examples of how direct movements can be used?
Answer Agree 1 1 y- 1 1 Disagree
3 Question Do you think the web site helps you better understand the use of typography on the web? Why orwhy not?
Answer Agree \f | 1 1 ) Disagree
Pleaseexplain
4 Question Do you think you are now more aware of the use of direct movement on the web? Why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 1 1 / Disagree
Pleaseexplain
5 Question Do you think this web site is a useful resource to refer to if you were going to design a web site?
why or why not?
Answer Agree 1 1 pf- | 1 Disagree
Pleaseexplain ,
"i>
This questionnaire is created byYueh-fangWu for the purpose of evaluating the graphic design thesis project,
Typography on the Web: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring.
Viewers' feedback is much appreciated.
Typography on theWeb: Direct Movement as an Element of Information Structuring is a web site designed to help
graphic designers new to the web adjust to advances in the computer age. Users need only basic computer knowledge
to understand or navigate through the site.
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Appendix 4A
Implementation: Title Animation
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Appendix 4B
Implementation i: Paradigm Screen
Typography S Direct Movement c Information Structuring
Paradigm Shift
The profession of graphic design is undergoing
a dramatic change. The shifting paradigm from
print to the web brings a greater freedom in
utilizing time, space and movement.
ffiffy
This web site is created forYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. Far further information, contact yx\>;.3 7i3rit.e<j.j
ffls
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Appendix 4 B
Implementation 2: Influences Screen
Typographic Influences
At the beginningpf the century, avant-garde^ Over time, with the development
designers established the ropt ofmodernist
oTtechnology, designers nave
typography through the use of space./r ~ ' tried to bnng new influences
The use of spatial structure in layout helps tor
into typography -color,xhree-
bringOrder tO information and, at the samedimensional modeling. Kinetic
time, provides aesthetic.principles of clarity,r
poetry ana inferredmovement
precision and continuity.r All attempts share at leastone
common goal - to bring together
space and time in the form
ofmovement
Typography ; DirectMtwroeatt Information SLructufing
constructive _
TLiis web site is created forYueh-fang Wu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contact y>c.vo37iTit edu
Typographic Influences
towmuJ^56aiffi&^ththedevel0Pment
w^tw-sUffto0"**
desiners have
^^^^poetry
and inferred movement-
Ail attempts share at least one
common goal -to bring together
space and time in the form of
movement
constructive
role
0 <v i
CO instructive
2 "movement
inferred o
iBnetic
3^"
constey&ftive
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Appendix 4B
Implementation 3:Attributes Screen
Typography 5 DirectMovements InformatiOD Structuring
TypographicAttributes
Although the basics of typography appear to be
similiar, the uses and functions of typography are
changing. As a result of hypertext, many new
influences such as movement impact web design.
Movement through space is the most prevalent of
the new influences on web design.
column number
page size
This web site is created forYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contactyxvvo37L@rit.edu
line length
text quantity
column number
page size
word space
tine space
line length
text quantity
column number
page size
type style
type manipulation
letter space
word space
line space
line length
text quantity
column number
page size 57
Appendix 4B
Implementation 4: Consideration Screen
Typography 5 DirectMovement's Information Structuring
NewMedia Considerations
The WorldWide Web emerged from the print
medium. As a resflO&igHiirtfare likely to
apply print experred^fo*6^nresfutjlications.
Standard documfinttajfflff such as
title, headings anTOayW.tel^&rs form
a cognitive map ffillvTga^WWeb.
It is important that designers
notonly adapt the spatial
principles from print but also
explore the use ofmovement
This web site is created/forYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contactyxwo371@rit.edu
New Media Considerations
TheWorldWideWeb eneoedforatttprim
TTowever, for readers to
u^eTstanathe author's ideas,
Utle. bddtosi aid body led, beipmen lorn
trTefnwmmon needsto be
ciaserJorTtrie semantic structure
"-dy nt iapr\
ormeaning. Consequently,
"fisImportant that designers
not only adapt the spatial
principles from print but also
"~^-^ explore the use ofmovement
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Appendix 4B
Implementation 5: Characteristics Screen
Typography I Direct Movement= Information Structuring
Movement Characteristics
Movement on the web is different because
,. . The use ofmovementin print . j
it employs direct movement. Direct Movement
. ,
. . publication often serye&as a
in typography is fhe movement through
, . , r device to draw a reader's. _
physical space from point A to point B.
attention and direct the flow
of information through two-
dimensional space. Inferred
movement produced through
blurring, transparency or drop
shadow, is often treated as a
\ designer's artistic expression.
However, inferred movement may
also function as a way to signal
changes In meaning.
This web site is created/forYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contact yxwo3714
Movement Characteristics
'"*-** :*~"*-"I1""*-*'**'*
Trie useoTrhovement In print ^
lH* "^"^SrjclrTioToTlen serves as a
to,H^*^B0*
(fevlcetif(draw a reader's
^^^^affentor, and direct the flow
/ Y
of information through two-
dimensional space. Inferred
^A_
"^- "~^-.
movement produced through ^-^^J^-
blurring, transparency or drop
'-~~-A~~~~~~~~
--
..^ shadow, is often treated as a
~~
designer's artistic expression.
However, inferred movement
may also function as a way to
signal changes in meaning.
-Vr', <*<;, Af-yrifAyi:-'.yp,^7
/.-,'
-r-y r t --.,-.- .j! h , K.
i..n>...-
.r'-.,r, - yt.roi^adM.-.37tWi,i.^
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Appendix 4B
Implementation 6: Elements Screen
Direct Movement Elements
What
part
whole
transparency
gradation
torre
blur
focus
.Where,
position
vertical
horizontal
diagonal
pendulum
cascading
inward spiral
revolving
spreading
radiating
converging
pathway
iHow
literal
symbolic
abstract
rest
ready
realize
sequence
duration
accent
tempo
Typography 5 DireclMovemeol's Information SLmcturiog
This web site is created/orYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contact yxw0371@rit.edu
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Appendix 4B
Implementation 7: Structure Screen
Information Structure
As text on the web is given multimedia
characteristics such as sound and movement,
the oral tradition, taken away from language as
a result of the print, is being restored. Intelligibility
is added to legibility, readability and hierarchy
which form the ultimate goals of typography.
Typography 5 DirecLMovement o Information Structuring
readability
legibility
hierarchy
/ y
3 0 ,..5,
; CSS 2
This web site is created/forYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contact yxwo3 7L@rit.edu
readability
legibility
hierarchy
intelligibility
*
#
typography
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Appendix 4B
Implementation 8: Model Screen
Typography 5 DirectMovement's Information Structuring
Comprehension Model
Information Typography
space
spatial structure
semantic structure time
movement
interactivity
readability
legibility
hierarchy
intelligibility
This web site is created/forYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contact yxw0371@rit.edu
ConvnhmatmModal
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Appendix 4C
Implementation 1: Bibliography Screen
Bibliography
Barry, Ann Marie Seward
Visual Intelligence.
USA: State University of NewYork Press, 1997.
Brown,Ann Kipling and Monica Parker
Dance Notation for Beginners.
London: Dance Books Ltd, 1984.
Carter, Rob, Ben Day and Philip Meggs
Typographic Design: Form and Communication.
Canada: ]ohnWiley and Sons, 1993.
Epstein,William and Sheena Rogers, editors
Perception ofSpace and Motion.
USA: Academic Press, 1995
Gordon, Ian E.
Theories ofVisual Perception.
England: JohnWiley and Sons, 1997.
Typography % Direct Movement ~. Information Structuring
McKnight, C, A. Dillion and J. Richardson, editors
Hypertext: A Psychological Perspective.
England: Ellis Horwood, 1993.
Myers, Jack Fredrick
Trie Language ofVisualArts.
USA: Holt, 1989.
Ong,Walter).
Oratity and Literacy:TheTechnologizing of theWord.
Great Britain: Routledge, 1982.
Preece, lenrty
Human-Computer Interaction.
England: Addison-Wesley, 1994.
Walter, Terry
How to Look at Dance.
NewYork: William Morrow and Company, 1982.
This web site is created forYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contact yxw0371@rit.edu
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Appendix 4C
Implementation 2: Glossary Screen
Typography ? Direct Movement *5 Information Stnjctunng
I
Glossary
CognitiveMap and ConceptMap Spatial Structure and Semantic Structure
A cognitivemap refers to themental map in Spatial structure refers to how information is
one's mind that focuses on what comprises a put together on a page that illustrates the
piece of information,while a concept map components of the information. (For instance.
further explore the how and why aspects. title, first paragraph, second paragraph,
conclusion and bibliography). The semantic
Constructive Space structure refers to the relationship among the
Constructive space refers to the employment of components. For instance, the first and second
the right angle in the layout The result of such a paragraphs are both descriptions for the same
practice is the definitive use of space. title but represent opposite points ofview-,
therefore, the two paragraphs should be
Direct Movement treated differently typographically.
Directmovement on theweb is the movement
through physical space from pointA to point B. Visual Rhythm
Visual rhythm refers to the general realm of how
Inferred Movement designers can draw a reader's attention and
Inferred Movement refers to movements that direct the flow of information by laying out the
illustrate the implied movement on a still types on a page.
surface. For example, the movement of running
is represented through a motion blur effect
produced by photography or computer.
This web site is created for Yuen fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contact yxw0371@rit.edy
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Appendix ^C
Implementation y. Help Screen
Typography % Direct Movement s Information Structuring
Help Menu
Paradigm Shift
Graphic Design
Print
Web
New Media Considerations
Medium
Document Structure
Cognitive Map
Semantic Structure
Information Structure
Oral Tradition
Intelligibility
Readability
Legibility
Hierarchy
Typographic Influences
Constructive Space
Rhetorical Roles
Movement Characteristics
Visual Rhythm
Inferred Movement
Direct Movement
ComprehensionModel
Information
Typography
Understanding
TypographicAttributes
Basis ofType
Direct Movement Elements
What
Where
How
.
t" re
This website is created forYueh-fangWu's thesis project at RIT. For further information, contactyxwo37L@rit.edu
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